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PH, Russia push greater trade, investment 

 
The Philippines and Russia are seeking new ways to expand trade and investment, 
officials from both sides said, considering there is much room for improving the countries’ 
$1.6 billion bilateral trade in 2011. Russian Ambassador Nikolay Kudashev, honorary 
chairman of the Philippine-Russia Business Assembly (PRBA), said that travel, supply 
chain, food trade, education, and information technology were just some of the areas 
that could benefit from sustained bilateral meetings. “Long awaited for the two of us are 
solutions for secure supply chains and establishing direct routes of communication 
between the Philippines and the Far East of the Russian Federation. They would not 
only enable Manila with the access to the riches of Russia but at the same time would 
equip it with alternative means of access to the markets of Central Asia and Western 
Europe involving Russia’s transit potential,” Kudashev said. (Philippine Daily Inquirer) 
 

Listed firms’ H1 net grew to P271B 

 Listed companies saw strong growth in terms of revenues and profits in the first half as 
most businesses benefited from strong economic fundamentals so far this year, a 
Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE) statement over the weekend showed. The PSE said 
that combined net incomes of companies in the six months through June grew by 26.4 
percent to P271.02 billion from P214.40 billion in the previous year due to the better 
performance showed by the industrial, financials, holding-firms, property and services 
sub-sectors. The mining and oil sub-sector, however, declined 28.3 percent in terms of 
earnings due to lower production volumes and the absence of one-time gains. 
Meanwhile, consolidated revenues of listed companies increased by 21 percent to P2.24 
trillion from P1.85 trillion in the first half of 2011, the PSE said. (BusinessMirror) 

Local shares close 0.14% down 

Local shares closed lower yesterday as most investors were in consolidation mode 
ahead of third quarter earnings season. The benchmark Philippine Stock Exchange index 
(PSEi) closed 7.57 points or 0.14 percent lower at 5424.79 in heavy volume. A total of 
7.3 billion shares valued at P7.69 billion were traded. A total of 100 issues declined, 56 
rose, and 47 were unchanged. (Manila Bulletin) 

P/$ rate closes at P41.39/$1 

The peso exchange rate closed unchanged at P41.39 to the US dollar yesterday at the 
Philippine Dealing & Exchange Corp. (PDEx) from P41.39 last Friday. The weighted 
average rate depreciated to P41.409 from P41.395. Total volume amounted to $738.65 
million. 

DOE pushes ecozones for power projects 
The Department of Energy (DOE), along with other government agencies, is pushing for 
the creation of economic zone-like areas to fast-track energy projects. The development 
would encourage investments in power generation by speeding up the permitting 
process, a Department of Energy (DOE) official said. In a briefing, DOE undersecretary 
Josefina Patricia Asirit said the DOE and other economic managers pitched before the 
Joint Congressional Power Commission (JCPC) the law that would make energy projects 
as projects of national significance. This would include the creation of special economic 
zones that would host power generation projects. (The Philippine Star) 

 

Audi reports 12.8% Q3 jump, credits US, China for growth 

Audi in September delivered 136,600 vehicles worldwide, or a 13.6-percent increase 
compared to the same month last year, and 1,097,500 units from January to 
September—a 12.8-percent rise from 2011, the company said in a news release. It 
credited the strong September growth in the US (26.5 percent) and China (20.5 percent). 
In some parts of recession-hit Europe, Audi said its sales were up 7.4 percent in 
September. “This year we reached the tally of one million cars sold after just nine 
months—a clear evidence that we are realizing our strategic goals in the right way,” said 
Luca de Meo, a member of the board of management for marketing and sales at Audi 
AG. (Manila Times) 
 Ford opens new dealership on back of September tally 

After posting its best monthly results of the year in September, Ford Phils. last week 
opened a new dealership in Cainta, Rizal. Under its principal Edmund Yee, a pioneer 
distributor of Ford in the country, Ford Cainta is the first of 12 new authorized dealerships 
that would be launched within a span of six months. The Cainta dealership is the first in 
the country to conform to Ford’s Brand@Retail II global standards that are meant to 
improve ownership experience and ensure long-term association with the Ford brand. 
(Manila Times) 

                                                              Monday, October 22 2012 Last Week Year ago

Overnight Lending, RP 5.75% 5.75% 6.50%

Overnight Borrowing, RRP 3.75% 3.75% 4.50%

91 day T Bill Rates 0.71% 0.71% 3.85%

Lending  Rates 7.56% 7.56% 7.79%


